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ABSTRACT 

Laboratory exhaust stacks should be designed with suffi
cient height and exit momentum to avoid re-entry of exhaust 
and possible air quality problems, and the design should be 
evaluated before construction. One evaluation method is 
presented in this paper that combines dilution prediction equa
tions from the 1997 ASHRAE Handbook-Fundamentals 
( 1997} and a dilution criteria of Halitsky ( 1988). This method 
is less conservative than a geometric method in the ASHRAE 
Handbook and is less costly than wind-tunnel modeling. The 
method should only be applied to relatively simple building 
geometries with no larger buildings adjacent to them. 

A planned change to the ASH RAE equations, which would 
result in larger stacks being necessary, is discussed. Further 
investigation of this change is recommended using compari
sons to wind tunnel data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Laboratories routinely emit small amounts of toxic and 
odorous chemicals from rooftop exhaust stacks. The stack 
height and/or momentum should be designed (and evaluated) 

to avoid re-entry of the emissions back into the building 
through the outside air intakes. This paper recommends an 
approach to laboratory stack design that combines simple dilu

tion equations with a dilution acceptance criterion based on 

industry experience. This approach fills a gap between the 
simple but conservative geometric stack height method 

described in the 1997 ASHRAE Handbook-Fundamentals, 
Chapter 15 (ASHRAE 1997), and more expensive wind tunnel 

or water flume scale modeling. 

The dilution equations are a subset of those that appear in 

the 1997 ASHRAE Handbook and can predict worst-case dilu
tion as explicit functions of stack parameters such as stack 
height, exhaust velocity, and exhaust volume flow rate. 

However, the 1997 ASHRAE Handbook, Chapter 15, does not 
address how to determine a target dilution. In general, an 
aesthetically acceptable stack height cannot completely 

exclude the possibility of odors or health effects from potential 
accidental releases. Therefore, a dilution criterion may be 
based on a compromise between aesthetics and the probability 

of air quality impacts. Halitsky (1988) presents one criterion 
based on much industrial experience. This paper examines 
how a design stack height can be determined when combining 
the 1997 ASHRAE Handbook dilution equations with the 
Halitsky criterion. 

DILUTION PREDICTION EQUATIONS 

The suggested dilution equations are from the J 997 
ASHRAE Handbook, Chapter 15, and are based on previous 
wind tunnel experiments (Wilson and Chui 1985, 1987; Chui 

and Wilson 1988). Field experiments (Wilson and Lamb 1994) 
have shown that these equations are conservative predictors of 
worst-case dilution. Other equations in Chapter 15 are not as 
readily usable since they do not explicitly include stack height 
as an input variable. 

The suggested dilution equations are most applicable for 

a rooftop stack with air intakes located on the same roof or the 
side of the emitting building. It should be warned that these 
equations are applicable when there are no nearby buildings or 
terrain larger than the emitting building that can significantly 
alter the approaching wind pattern. Also, architectural screens 
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and major penthouses are not specifically accounted for, sd the 
stack height computed with this procedure should be the stack 
height above nearby screens and penthouses. The equations 
are complex,in appearance but can be readrly programmed in 
a spreadsheet.' The equations are first presented for zero stack 
height, then a stack height adjustment is given. . , . /A ( ' 

Dilution, D, is defined as the ratio of the e;it concentra-
tion of a chemicai at the stack exit, ce:til' to the finarconcen
tration, cfinal• at a downwind pdint of interest such' as an air 
intake: 

(1) 

Dilution is usually expressed as "x: 1 ". For example, if 
D=IOO, then the dilution is expressed as 100:1. The exit 
concentratipn of a chem�cal can be calculate.ct from, thet total 
volume flow rate of th.e1 stack, Q; and the pure vapor vqlume 
emission rate of t,he ch1?1nic;;al, Qchem: 

C,xi, = Qchem IQ.:· (2a) 

or in parts per miVion, 

(2b) 

The dilution is calculated for a critical wind speed that 
produces a worst-case minimum dilution. The critical dilution 
for zero stack height, Dcrit,O' is 

(1+26Ve / U crit,O )2 
Dcni.o = 1 13V IV + . __ ,, n t: {,', �J ',': . l t 

(3) 

where Ve is the eX:'il velocity and ucrit,O is the critical wind 
speed at which the minimum dilution occurs: 

lj crit,O = 3.6; -J;: (4) 

In Equation "1.; Sis the "string" distance between the stack 
top and the air intake, Ae is1the exit area of the stack ��i for 
circular stacks), and B 1 is an empirical constant ( = 0.�51J for 
rooftop air intake locations'in·urban conditions ai11d = 0.1:3 for 
air.intakelocations on the building side) . .  i. 

For nonzero stack heights, the stack height adjust!n�ntTi 
based on a parameter, Y, which is a ratio of stack height to 
plume spread: 

Y = 28'.9h; I S2( or = '2 if>2 J · i �5) 
{ � - , '! 

r - ' 

where hs }s!the phyRical Stack height a hove nearhy penthouses; 
arthited:ural screens, or other' obstructions. {The· so-called 
"effective stack height,'? which includes plume rise from the 
exhaust nmmentum; should not be used here.) 1.Jhtnati() of' 
critical wirid 1 speed 'with, zero stack.height, Ucfo;o• to critical 
wind speed-With rtohzero statleheight is· 

2 

u � -" � = "VY·+ 1 .:: .Jy , U crit 1 

(6) 

and the critical.(minimum) dilution with nonzero stack height 
IS 

TT I � �\ 

D - D 'l' crit e\Y+,JY,JY+l) crit - crit,O U ci ' 
crit ,0 

(7) 

where e = 2.718, the base 'of natural logarithms. As stack 
height increases, the•critical wind speed increases (meaning a 

larger wind speed,iscneeded to bring the plume closer to�the 
building) and the critical dilution increases. '1 

The Y factor of28.9 in Equation 5 is due to be· changed in 
an upcoming revision of the ASHRAE Handbook (Wilson 
1998). To bettern:ccountfor the initial spread of the plume due 
to vertical exit momenr .. nn, Wilson recommends changing the 
Y factor from28.9 to 6.7. The implication of thiiH:hange with 
regard to dilution predictionSJis further discussed below. 

THE HALITSKY DILUTION CRITERION 

Dilution predictions alone cannot determine 'a stack 
height but need to be compared to a criteri01i: For laboratories, 
odor and health problems with air re-entty are �shally caused 
by an exceptional or accidental release from one futiie hood. 
Theref'ore, the dilution within the buil,di'ng creat�d by mani
folding· other fume hood exhaust streams'' into a common 
exhaust should al.so be considered. A si�ple' atmospheri� dilu� 
tion standard is not appropriate for all stacks at a site since 
so'r�i� stal:k'�li�ve less internal dilution than other stacks. The 
recommended method of specifyin� an acc�p�ance crit�rion As 
by specifying an aFceptable outside air intake, coriceritration 
for1a giv�n r�le.ase.rate within one fume hobcL Tbis. criterion 
can be tonveited to a direct dilrttion cn'ieri�tl as a' function of 

, ) ii - 0 

the exhausfv6lume flow'rate from the stack. 
th.e Halitsk/ (1988)'�fi�t;rion for,,an accid!!nf�l release is 

an air intak't:'concent:t:ation of 3 ppm pr less g�v.en a 1� cfm 
(53q l)Jm5 release ofpure vapor for �ny chemic� : 1J�is.�pp�ie� 
to any,xolum� flow rate from tbe �t�c,�. : . . ' ,, ·�' 

The Halitsky criterl� is afso. dyscribed in the J995 
ASHRAE Handbook-HlfAC Applications (AStt;RAE 1995),, 
Chapter 13. It should be noted that Halitsky ( 1988) applied this 
criterion for onlysone,�w�c]Jic \'."i.,1\d speed: 1 3.6,mph (6.1 ml 
s). The method discussed here suggests evaluating a stack at 
the crit1cal win� sp�ed utin:g Equations 4 and 6. Apply!ftg thtf 
criterion ohly at the 13.6 niph (6.1 rrVs) �ind speed may gi�e 
an u'ii'fair advantage to low momentum stacks with flow crit-
ical worst-case wind sp�ed. ' ' 

, .... 'Th� Hc:ilitiky ciiterion can be converted to other forms for 
convenience. For example, EPA public domain models'<i.re 
sometimes used that.report concentrations with units ofµg/m3 
(micrograms perculrlc meter) giv�I1 mass release rates in units 
of g/s (gram per secirtd). Th� 1 flalitsky criterion can be 
converted to theslifuass' 'cin1ts'hy converting 'both the volume 
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emission rate and volume concentrations to mass forms (with 
subsequent canceling of molecular weight iri both terms): an 
air intake concentration of 423 µg/m3 or less given a release 
rate of 1.0 g/s. This applies to any volume flow rate. 

The1Ialitsky criterion can a'lso be convertdd toa dilution 
for a specified volume flow rate. For example, for a 1000 cfm 
(0.47 m3/s) exhaust, the Halitsky criterion becomes a stack 
exit to air intake dilution of 5000: 1 or greater for a 1000 cfm 
(0.47 m3/s) total volume flow rate exhaust (with subsequent 
lower dilution needed for higher volume flow rates). 

For exhaust rates higher than 1000 cfms(0.47 m3/s), more 
dilution of the exhaust takes placewjthin !he building exhaust 
system, so less dilution in the atmbsphereis needed. Thus, a 
2000 cfm (0.94 m3/s) exhaust stackwould require a 2500:1 
dilution, a J 0,000 cfm ( 4. 7 rof /;s)J exhaust W.<:11;lld require a 
500:1 dilution, and:so on. .; ' 

The Hali�ky criterion can also be comp;:ired to a criterion 
commonly !;l,saj,dor laborato(yl•fume:dioods-'-the ANSI/ 
ASHRAE Standard }10 (ASHR,AE 1995) test method 
combined with a criterion from the ANSI/A/HA Standard Z9.5 
(AIHA 1992). In the Standard 110 test method, a tracer gas is 
released at 0.11 cfm ( 4 Lpm) within the fume hood, and tra/.;'er 
c0pcentration is measured at the breathing zone of a mai;me
q�in standing at the hood. The principle of the Standarcf 110 
test is similar to ev�uation of an exhaust stack: the co��en
tration a pers�n experiences given a.release in thsft:ime'h9od. 
The criteric;m used to judge an installed fume hood.is a 0. �ppm 
concentration of tracer gas for a 0. 11 cfm (4;,;p1m) release, 
described in Standard Z9.5 (AIHA 1992). Scaffrig the l:I<ilitsky, 
criterion from 15 cfrn (530 Lpm) to the lo"Yer'b.11 cfm (4. 
Lpi'i1) release, the Halitsky criterion in the fume �goa c.riterion 
form isi ,�·028 P�g1 concell,tr,a�ion ,c?r less for �<0.11 c

.
fm �� 

Lpm) release of arty chemical: . ,' � ! ,.. i ": ' ,,· . ;. < f ) � . '. . ., ) ' ' f 
The. Hal��skY,, S�te�.

on can be thought of as.�Bproxi,i:ia�ely 
a factor of four stricter than the Standard 11 O/Standard Z9 .5 
fume ho�d criterion, which reqJires a 0.1 ppm J6��entrati�n'.. 

· · -' ·] b; ·�,IL'-''.(,/ '' ':"_ ! •' However, persons exposed at a nearby intake are lll;>t neces-
sarily healthy workers a� would be assumed for a pers�n at.a 
fume hood, 1ill{� a stricter criterion'than for a fu�e1ho�'d work;er 
might be apbrJ�riate. '.A l�horatory near'a1hospi1fal wotild be a 
common example. Therefore, the Halitsky cfit�ria is r��son
ably consistent \vith ili� Standard z9:5 (All{A 1992) ·.fume 
hood criteri6h. , ,.. . 

· ·' •' ·, H ' \r 
'l 

EXAMPLE DILUTION CALCUt:ATlONS' 
' ' :. ,'.-�. ·-, :� l:)"j ··.• ' _,; As an example of the suggestecl pro�edure, corwder a 

10,000 cf�m .(4;7 m3/s) exhaust with a13000 fpn} (15.r nils.f�J(it 
velOcity and a rooft�p aj'� )ntake) OQ ft J�Q. m) away: , 

,What 
stack height is necessarito meet the Halitsky criteria,? . ·  

From Equation 4, the critical win'd �speed fo� a z�i9 �tack 
height is " J.. .: • 

·;· • . ' !.'. , . 1 
' " . � . ii i ' � ' 

u��i1.o = 3.6
. 
3
1
00
0 
.. 
0
0 10000/,3000 ± t ,, 

,,, ', 0.059 
I\ . �U Jpi;n( 4.1 W(,s )[for o sta9� heigh�l, 

.. ·1 The critical dilution for zero stack height is foundifrom 
Equation 3:'., 

D 
(1 + 26x3aoo I 811 )2 192 : 1 for 0 stack height . crit,O 1 + 13;113000 / 811' 

The Halitskf (1988) criterion is a '3 ppm intake concen
tration for a 15 cfrn (530 Lpri:i) chemical gas or vapor emis-

· · , ' ·  '"' ' ·,··- r r .' .1 

sion. From Equation 2, the sfack exit concentration is 

C exfr =(15 cfm 110 ,000 cfm )xlO 6 =1500 ppm . 

The required dilution is given by Equation 1: 

' D "= CexilfC final =1500 I 3 = 500: 1. 

The zero stack height dilution of 192: 1 is riot'sufficient in 
thi1ViKample to meet the 500: 1 dilution required by the 
Halitsky criterion for this stack. Bfitiial and error, a stack 
height of 7.75 ft (2.4 m) will just meet the criterion. The stack 
parameter, Y, from Equation 4 is 

Y =  28 .9x7.752/1002= 0.1736 · 

The critical wind speed increases from 811 fpm ( 4.1 mis) 
to 1216 fpm (6.2 mis), according to Equation 5: 

811 r;::;-;-;;;;:;-
- = J0.1736 + 1 - ,,,,0.1736 ,";' 0.667 =:} 
ucrit . ' 

811 
ucrit = 0.667 = 1216fpm(6.2 mis) 

The critical dilution increases from 192: 1 to over the 
dyl'\i.red 500: 1 dilution for thi:> stack, ac;corc,iing to Equation 7: 

; 'I 
1216 �� D .1 =192 -- exp( 0.1736 + -v0.1736 -vl.1736 )=538, Cr< 811 

so a 7.75 (2.4 m) stack meets the Halitsky criterion. 
In contrast, the geometric stack height method of the 1997 

ASHRA§ Handbook, Chapter 15, would result in a stack 
height Of at lea�t 20 ft (6.1 m) minus a credit for vertical 
momeritum: (This height is based on the ·5:1 slope of the 
bottom•,plume edge and assumes.that theintake is near the 
building edge.) The verti:cal plume rise or credit for vertical 
mpmentum is 

JI rise ='-3 d VJ U design (8) 

where d is stack diameter and U design is the maximum design 
wind speed. It is sµggested to use the wind speeds exceeded 
1 % of the time, available from ASHRAE (1997), Chapter 26, 
Tables r:lA� 2Au Md·.· 3A. This· wind speed should. not be 
confused witll,the critiCJalcwimhl'\peed of Equations 4 and:6 .. 
The ma�i:r;num design wind speed is .only to be used for 
c0mpµti.ng the worst",case plume ri&�, which is not necessarily 
the wind spK�d for the worst•case dilution. Continuing the 
example case, the stackdiaro,¢t¢r,i:d, is 2.06 ft (0.63,m�for.the 
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10,000 cfm (4.7 m3is) flow rate and thtj,}000 fpm (15.2 mt� 
exit velocity. A moderate design wind speed is 2000 fpm (10.2 
mis) from ASHRAE ( 1997), Chapter 26. The vertical momen
tum credit from Equation 8 in this case is 

iptaj.ces immediat,eiy adjacent to the base of a stack are not 
recommended. 

h,ise =3x2.06 x3000 12000 =9.3ft (2.8 m). 

The recommended stack height using the geometric 
method is then 20 ft to 9.3 ft= 10.7 ft (3.3 m), not much higher 
than the 7.75 ft (2.4 m) from the dilution equations and the 
Halitsky criteria. However, the geometric stack height method 
becomes much more conservative as tJie intake or building 
edge is moved farther away since the 5: 1 height/distance ratio 
does not account for the dilution within the plume. 

As discussed above, At new revision of the ASHRAE 
Handbook, Chapter 15, will adopt a new coefficient of 6.7 in 
Equation 5 rather than 28.9. The change will theoretically 
better account for initial plume spread due to the exit vertical 
momentum t.hat widens t.he plume. Figure 2 shows the effect 
of using the 6. 7 factor for the same case as Figure 1. Compared 
to Figure 1, the required stacks with the new factor will be 
approximately double the previous height. 

A side air intake can substantially improve the stack 
height. Figure 3 shows the required stack heights for the same 
conditions as Figure 2 (with the new Y factor of 6.7) except 
that the' air intake is located on the side of the building (B 1 = 
0.13..). lngeneral, shorter stacks are needed, so an air intake on 
the side of the buil<l,).ng,i;� beneficial provi\ied that ground level 
pollutant sources are avoided, such as idling diesel trucks at 
loading docks. Figure 3 also shows that a high exit velocity 
(3000 fpm; 15.2 mis), a high volume flow rate (> 10,000 cfm; 
> 4.7 m3/s), and side air intakes will permit moderate, aesthet
ically acceptable stack heights. 

STACK HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS 

CONCLUSION 

As seen from the abovfl example calculation, .required 
stack heights (above nearby obstructions) can be computed as 
a function of the stack operating parameters, distance to the 
intake, and whether the intake is on the roof or at the side of 
the building. Figure 1 shows required stack heights as func
tions of volume flow rate and distance to the air intake for an 
exit velocity of 3000 fpm (15.2 mis) and a roof air intake loca
tion. The Y factor of Equation 5 is the 1997 value of 28.9. 
Figure 1 shows several interesting trends. First, a lower flow 
rate requires a taller stack to meet the Halitsky criteria since 
the lov.;er flo\11 rate has a lov•1er plume-rise . .,,�Jso, for an inta...�e 
located very close to the stack, only short stacks are needed. 
For short travel distances, the plume is relatively narrow and 
wiii overshoot air intakes located close to the base of the stack. 

This paper discusses how the Halitsky (1988) criterion 
cai1 be combined \.vitJ1 tJ1e 1i1SHP,i\.E--Handbook (l\.SHRl11E 
1997) dilution equations to provide a method of specifying 
stack heights. This meth?d is not as conservative as the highly 
conservative "geornetricmethod" of the ASHRAE Handbook. 

In practice, tl1is adva11tage of close air intakes is hard to realize J.AS. futu.re revision of t..lie Hfu"t"J.dbook's dilution equations (the Y 
because there are usually several stacks on the roof to consider. factor of 6.7 in Equation 5) will require significantly taller 
Leakage at the base of positively pressured exhaust stacks has stacks,, and comparisons of wind tunnel data to the revised 
been noticed within penthouses (Hitchings 1997�; so, air .' equations should be condueited. 

ST ACK HEIGHT / HALITSKY, C�IT�RIUM 
' 'J,< · • .• ;.·, ABOVE PENTHOUSE AND SCREEN OBSTRUCTIONS ... 45 ·-----: ,_RQQF AIR INTAKE "\ D 

, i, EXIT VELOCJ:TY' 3. 000 fpm c;::;J 40 Y=28.9(h./S)2 

0 

'* 1,000 CFM, 
--3.000 CFM 
...,._ 5,��)Q E_FM:· \ 
� 7 :<?OO <;,f.M 
---10,000 CFM 

L-��"'f--+'f-1 •-'-- 20,000 CFM 

l·) .20 4o 60 so :1..00 i20 140 16.0 1�0 "?Po . 
' '  

, � , DISTANCE FRbM AIR INTAKE (FT)' ": ' .,,' 
!, 

·i; 

I; ';c 

; . ! •' i '' .,, 1 >\ ' f , ' , 1 ·� . • 

Figure .1 , Si�ck liei!J,ht!Ha/itsky criter:ion. R{iquired stack heights its fancilbns bf volume flbw rate alid distance to the air 
intake for an exit velocity of 3000 fpm. ; \ i, , '1'.' 
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Figure 3 Stack height/Halitsky criterion: f?t?<J.iii��4 §!f!.ck he(ghts with air intake ai side of building. 
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